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FINANCIAL HEALTH HACK
1 March 2017 – summary
Introduction
This paper summarises the discussions at the Financial Health Hack facilitated by the
Finance Innovation Lab and Toynbee Hall on 1 March 2017. The event brought together 35
financial health experts, with experience including community development, national
government, alternative finance, fintech and banking (see Appendix 1 for a full list of
participants).
The hack aimed to develop a shared understanding of financial health and identify
opportunities for innovation that could enable new approaches to financial health. The
insights will shape the development of the Financial Health Fellowship, a six-month
programme to build the strategy, leadership capacity and systemic impact of innovators
addressing financial exclusion and exploitation.

1.!Understanding Financial Health
Our initial concept of financial health (see Appendix 2) related to a person’s overall financial
situation, which many different actors can determine and influence, including financial
system actors, their employer, family and the government.
Financial health is related to but distinct from similar concepts, such as financial capability,
financial wellbeing, financial inclusion and financial resilience. Financial health puts the
person first and considers how finance can be made to work around their life, desires and
needs, rather than trying to fit the person into an existing financial system.
The major factors that combine to influence financial health are:
•! Demand – this includes characteristics that will affect demand for products and
services, such as attitudes, motivations, skills and abilities
•! Supply – this includes the policies, institutions and incentives that affect whether and
how people can access products and services
•! Complex needs – this includes individual characteristics and states that are often
beyond a person’s control and sometimes unanticipated, such as mental health
conditions, bereavement and unemployment
•! The wider environment – this includes factors that set the wider context of financial
health e.g. the cost of living, labour market trends and the welfare system.
Hack participants found a number of ways to build on this model of financial health,
particularly in relation to current issues – such as welfare reform, falling real wages, house
price inflation, growing online security issues and racial discrimination.
While participants noted that financial ill-health is not limited to low-income households,
they noted that the level of wealth and opportunity a person is born into is a key
determinant of financial health. They also identified the role of social networks and social
norms in shaping both supply and demand. Key additions to the model are outlined in
Appendix 2.
Participants also highlighted tensions within the overall structure of the financial health
model:

Environment as battleground
Many different actors play a role in financial health. Some participants argued that the
actors determining the wider context of financial health (such as political parties and
financial institutions) should be more prominently highlighted – since their actions are
driven by particular interests and lead to power dynamics that have a significant impact
on financial health.
Individual vs. system
Some participants suggested that the model should put less focus on the role of the
individual in determining their financial health, as there is often limited space for an
individual to change their situation. Others suggested that the notion of ‘health’ in this
concept could unhelpfully suggest the dominant Western model of health that focusses
on curing the individual rather than addressing environmental drivers.
Static vs. dynamic
Participants acknowledged that the state of a person’s financial health changes over
time, since the multiple factors influencing it are not static, but dynamic.
Finally, participants explored the end goal of financial health: what does good financial
health look like? What is the aim of financial health? Suggestions included:
•

To feel in control, prepared and calm (as opposed to precarious, vulnerable and
ashamed)

•

To feel that ‘I am on top of my financial needs’

•

To see income and savings increase, outgoings decrease and risk mitigation improve.

It was agreed that people are neither financially ‘healthy’ or ‘unhealthy’, but that there is a
continuum of financial health along which people can move in either direction over time.
There was a clear sense that financial health was more about the way people feel about
their financial situation than how they behave, and we would add that financial health also
relates to the degree of power people have to support their financial welfare.

2. Opportunities for Innovation
The financial system is fertile ground for innovation, much of it technology-driven. Fintech
promises to reduce costs, increase speed, efficiency and security, and enhance choice and
personalisation – but it is rare that a deep understanding of financial health is the guiding
principle.
Hack participants explored the opportunities for innovation that could support financial
health in seven areas: banking and fintech, the poverty premium, savings and financial
resilience, credit provision and debt advice, financial capability, welfare reform, and money
and payments.

Understanding financial innovation
Finance is a human system, made up of institutions that set the rules and norms, networks
and structures of power relations, and sets of values and cognitive frames.
Innovation that works within these parameters, while they may enhance customer
experience or gain market share, tend to reinforce the existing system.
Innovations that challenge the structures of the system itself (such as narratives or the
distribution of information and power) have higher transformative potential.
The Lab focusses on such transformative innovation and understands innovation as the
intentional implementation of ideas to disrupt the financial system.
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Banking and fintech
•   Combining greater understanding of behaviours and psychological factors with
increased consumer data can inform the design of new ‘nudges’ to encourage
informed financial decisions that support financial welfare. It is important that these
approaches respect and work with people’s actual behaviours and emotions, and
recognise the constraints placed on the options available to individuals.
•   Increased speed is often praised as a benefit of fintech, but it can also make it harder
for people to manage their financial health because it removes moments for pause –
time to think about the best thing to do – potentially leading to more impulsive
behaviours.
•   The gap in education and awareness raising (appropriate to those who are in poor
financial health) must be filled in order to support the uptake of alternative finance
options. These options may require people to have a different relationship with the
service provider and pay fees/incur charges on a new, unfamiliar basis.
•   It is essential to transform the culture in banks and other financial institutions, so
that they care about and feel responsible for their customers’ financial health.

Poverty Premium
•   There is clear potential for technology and new business models to empower groups
of people to come together to collectively overcome the poverty premium, pooling
their resources (both money and bargaining power) to secure better deals.
•   Government policy and regulatory change have a key role in challenging the poverty
premium, such as capping overdraft fees, or even removing them for basic bank
accounts.
•   The fundamental business model in personal current accounts needs to be
transformed so that those experiencing financial ill-health are supported by those
who are more financially secure (an inversion of the current system).
	
  
Savings and Financial Resilience
•   Non-financial organisations (such as employers, utility companies and housing
associations) can play a much greater role in supporting people’s financial resilience
through wage or rent flexibility.
•   Communities that trust each other (e.g. workplace, family) could be supported to
work together to provide peer-to-peer support.
•   People in debt and with little or no savings can be encouraged to save by adding
small additional payments to their debt repayments, known as ‘microsaving’.
•   Smart budget tools can help people access their financial data in order to better
understand and manage their personal finances.
•   People are more likely to save if they can picture and empathise with their future
selves – gamification could be a key strategy here.
•   Government policy changes, such as the former Child Trust Fund and forthcoming
Help to Save scheme, also play a key role in this area.
	
  
Credit Provision and Debt Advice
•   Innovation needs to support existing responsible lenders to be financially
sustainable themselves, and to provide credit with appropriate speed and ease.
•   Using customer data, credit products could be made to be more responsive to
people’s needs, including flexible repayments and microsaving.
•   Approaches which give customers ownership of and access to their data could
motivate behaviour change to support their debt situation, alongside access to more
appropriate and affordable credit products.
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•

New solutions to overindebtedness, in particular, are needed – including considering
debt jubilees granted by government and businesses, such as utility companies. This
could be accompanied by debt advice and financial capability support.

•

Innovation is needed to close the debt advice gap, which currently operates as ‘a
parachute opening 10m before the ground’. The existing debt advice sector also
needs business model innovation to achieve financial sustainability.

Financial Capability
•

A major challenge to financial capability is having sufficient time to make the best
financial decision. Could financial products and services be designed to work around
people’s busy lives and give them enough space and the right information to make
the best decisions?

•

Peer-to-peer approaches could be harnessed so that communities of peers can work
together to give each other financial capability support.

•

There is a need for new role models who can promote financial health and new
memes that can help people remember practices that support financial health,
similar to the ‘5 a day’ motto for good nutrition.

Welfare Reform
•

The introduction of universal credit marks a huge change in the way people will
receive government support and need to manage their finances. Financial innovators
and existing providers need to be ready to respond to this change, and to help their
customers respond to this change.

•

The sanctions system is the most harmful aspect of the current welfare system, often
is leading to destitution. No product or service can compensate for the withholding
of income needed for basic subsistence. Government needs to act to change this.

•

Some participants criticised how the role of the state is understood. They
characterised the current approach as ‘one size fits all’, when people require
different levels of support, and one which places too much responsibility on
individuals. They argued that the role of the state should be to provide social
insurance, which alleviates personal responsibility in the case of unpredictable life
shocks.

Money and Payments
•

While digital payments are becoming more common and can be very useful, cash is
still used for a significant number of transactions and some people rely on it.

•

Financial products and services (especially digital) need to become better at offering
people a choice to decide how they would like to make payments – whether
immediately via cash, card or mobile phone, by cheque, or by standing order versus
direct debit.

•

Government policy can play an important role in this (e.g. recent intervention to
compel banks to continue offering and paying for cheque clearing services). Research
to understand who is using cash, why, what for and at what cost may also help
businesses understand which payment options they should offer.

•

If the range of payment methods contracts (especially the use of cash) there’s a risk
that people will choose not to take part in the formal economy, or become prevented
from accessing essential services.

•

Hack participants called for greater inclusion of the voices of the public, consumers
and retailers (who often pay for new infrastructure) in the rapidly moving discussions
and decisions amongst the industry and regulators about the future of payments.
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3.!Design principles
Discussions around the opportunities for innovation generated a number of key
characteristics of effective innovation in financial health. These were incorporated into our
working list of design principles, which participants subsequently commented on via a
ded in this way are highlighted ( ).
Google Doc. Principles added or amended
!

!

Design principles
Design principles are general features of products and services that help us to understand
what good looks like. They are not prescriptive, and the list below is not exhaustive, but act
as a starting point for identifying the highest potential innovations to support through the
Financial Health Fellowship.
Democratic
An effective approach to financial health is likely to:
•! Be understandable and easy to control
•! Be co-created with end users and other stakeholders (designed with, not for)
•! Be transparent about the business model and the value individuals bring (such as
their personal data)

••! Build networks of power within communities.
!
!
Responsible
An effective approach to financial health is likely to:

•! Create opportunity for customers to improve their financial health and encourage
them to do so (
preventative rather than reactive)
!
•! Be prepared to turn people away, so that no-one takes on an inappropriate or
unaffordable product

!

•! Balance the amount of responsibility placed on the individual with that placed on
the provider.
Fair
An effective approach to financial health is likely to:
•! Share value fairly (e.g. where possible, an individual’s data is shared with them)
•! Challenge the individualisation of risk and

burdens fairly and ethically
!share
!

••! Recognise the constraints placed on the options available to individuals (choices are
!
! rarely completely free)
with people’s real behaviours and emotions.
•! Treat people with dignity and !work
!

4.!Next steps
The learning from the hack findings will inform the Financial Health Fellowship throughout
the life of the programme. They have already shaped the design principles at the heart of
the recruitment and selection criteria; they will shape the Fellowship curriculum and
individual support for Fellows; and they will inform the policy engagement stream of the
programme.
The Lab and Toynbee Hall will also convene influentials and policymakers over the course of
the programme to share emerging understanding of the barriers to innovation and key
issues arising in the financial health field (such as data ownership). To find out more or get
involved, please email fellowship@financeinnovationlab.org.

!
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APPENDIX 1
Financial Health Hack participants
Matthew

Ball

Chartered Banker Institute

Victoria

Boelman

Independent Consultant

Alan

Brener

Chartered Banker Institute

Janet

Burr

Leeds City Credit Union

Diane

Burridge

Moneyline

Martin

Campbell

Beacon Strategic

David

Fagleman

Cash Services UK

Samuel

Ghann

Greater London Bank

Damon

Gibbons

Centre for Responsible Credit

Helen

Gironi

Nesta

Alisa

Hamzic

Bank Workers Charity

Richard

Ireland

Stretch Digital

Freddy

Kelly

Credit Kudos

Thom

Kenrick

RBS

Hannah

Kitcher

Young Foundation

Tom

Lake

Cabinet Office

Anna

Laycock

Finance Innovation Lab

Sue

Lewis

FCA Consumer Panel

Polly

Mackenzie

Money and Mental Health Policy Institute

Laura

McCullagh

St Luke's Hub

Amy

Miller

Zopa

Marloes

Nicholls

Finance Innovation Lab

Freda

Owusu

CredScope

Carl

Packman

Toynbee Hall

Faisel

Rahman

Fair Finance

Simon

Read

Independent Journalist

Danyal

Sattar

Joseph Rowntree Foundation

Brett

Scott

Finance Innovation Lab

Daniela

Silcock

Pension Policy Institute

Rebecca

Simpson

Toynbee Hall

Chris

Smyth

Leeds City Credit Union

Steve

Stillwell

Money Advice Service

Jane

Tully

Money Advice Trust

Josef

Wasinski

Unmortgage

Rowena

Young

Just Finance Foundation
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APPENDIX 2
Financial Health – a framework
A. Working draft presented to hack participants

!
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B. Summary of participant comments and additions

!
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FINANCIAL HEALTH FELLOWSHIP
Financial Health Fellowship is a unique six-month incubation programme for
innovations that support financial wellbeing. Delivered by the Finance Innovation Lab
and Toynbee Hall, the programme builds strategic know-how, collaborative leadership
skills and a deep understanding of the workings of the financial system.
The Fellowship curriculum is delivered by our community of expert advisors, business
leaders, practitioners and policymakers. You can support us by:
• Joining our pool of mentors who provide regular one-to-one support to a Fellow
•
•
•
•

Participating in our pitch practice events, giving Fellows feedback on their
concept, business fundamentals and pitch delivery
Leading a specialist workshop to build Fellows’ understanding of the financial
system and business fundamentals
Sponsoring a Fellowship place to enable start-ups to participate free of charge
Spreading the word to help us find the best ideas for financial health within your
network of contacts.

To find out more or get involved, please visit www.financeinnovationlab.org/fellowship
or email fellowship@financeinnovationlab.org.
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